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An Economic Theory of Clubs'
By JAMESM. BUCHANAN

The implied institutional setting for neo-classical economic theory,
including theoretical welfare economics, is a regime of private property,
in which all goods and services are privately (individually) utilized or
consumed. Only within the last two decades have serious attempts
been made to extend the formal theoretical structure to include communal or collective ownership-consumption arrangements.2 The " pure
theory of public goods" remains in its infancy, and the few models
that have been most rigorously developed apply only to polar or extreme
cases. For example, in the fundamental papers by Paul A. Samuelson,
a sharp conceptual distinction is made between those goods and
services that are " purely private " and those that are " purely public ".
No general theory has been developed which covers the whole spectrum
of ownership-consumption possibilities, ranging from the purely
private or individualizedactivity on the one hand to purely public or collectivized activity on the other. One of the missing links here is " a
theory of clubs ", a theory of co-operative membership, a theory that
will include as a variable to be determined the extension of ownershipconsumption rights over differing numbers of persons.
Everyday experience reveals that there exists some most preferred or
" optimal" membership for almost any activity in which we engage,
and that this membership varies in some relation to economic factors.
European hotels have more communally shared bathrooms than their
American counterparts. Middle and low income communities organize
swimming-bathing facilities; high income communities are observed
to enjoy privately owned swimming pools.
In this paper I shall develop a general theory of clubs, or consumption
ownership-membershiparrangements. This construction allows us to
move one step forward in closing the awesome Samuelson gap between
the purely private and the purely public good. For the former, the
optimal sharing arrangement,the preferredclub membership, is clearly
one person (or one family unit), whereas the optimal sharing group
1 I am indebtedto graduatestudentsand colleaguesfor many helpfulsuggestions.
Specific acknowledgementshould be made for the critical assistance of Emilio
Giardinaof the Universityof Catania and W. Craig Stubblebineof the University
of Delaware.
2 It is interestingthat none of the theories of Socialist economic organization
seems to be based on explicit co-operationamong individuals.These theories have
conceivedthe economyeither in the Lange-Lernersense as an analogueto a purely
private,individuallyoriented social order or, alternatively,as one that is centrally
directed.
3 See Paul A. Samuelson," The Pure Theory of Public Expenditure", Review
of Economics and Statistics, vol. xxxvi (1954), pp. 387-89; " Diagrammatic
Expositionof a Theoryof PublicExpenditure", Reviewof Economicsand Statistics,

(1955), pp. 350-55.
vol. XXXVII
A
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for the purelypublic good, as definedin the polar sense, includesan
infinitelylarge numberof members.That is to say, for any genuinely
collective good defined in the Samuelsonway, a club that has an
infinitelylarge membershipis preferredto all arrangementsof finite
size. While it is evidentthat some goods and servicesmay be reasonably classifiedas purelyprivate,even in the extremesense, it is clear
that few, if any, goods satisfythe conditionsof extremecollectiveness.
The interestingcases are those goods and services,the consumptionof
which involvessome " publicness", wherethe optimalsharinggroup
is more than one personor familybut smallerthan an infinitelylarge
number.The range of " publicness" is finite. The centralquestionin
a theory of clubs is that of determiningthe membershipmargin,so
to speak,the size of the most desirablecost and consumptionsharing
arrangement.1

In traditionalneo-classicalmodels that assume the existence of
purely private goods and services only, the utility function of an
individualis written,
(1)

Ui_

Ui (Xii,

X2L . . .X Xni)

whereeach of the X's representsthe amountof a purelyprivategood
availableduring a specifiedtime period, to the referenceindividual
designatedby the superscript.
Samuelsonextended this function to include purely collective or
public goods, which he denoted by the subscripts, n+l,

. . .,

n+m,

so that (1) is changedto read,
(2)

v Xi;. .
U ,=U (Xj,X2,

Xvi

1, X42,

.
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.
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This approachrequiresthat all goods be initially classifiedinto the
two sets, private and public. Private goods, defined to be wholly
divisible among the persons, i=l, 2,

. . .,

s, satisfy the relation

s

Xi -

i=1

Xi'

whilepublicgoods, definedto be whollyindivisibleas amongpersons,
satisfythe relation,
Xn +j=

X'+Jo

I proposeto drop any attemptat an initialclassificationor differentiation of goods into fully divisibleand fully indivisiblesets, and to
incorporatein the utility function goods falling between these two
extremes.Whatthe theoryof clubsprovidesis, in one sense,a " theory
of classification",but this emergesas an output of the analysis.The
firststep is that of modifyingthe utilityfunction.
1 Note that an economic theory of clubs can strictlyapply only to the extent that
the motivation for joining in sharing arrangementsis itself economic; that is,
only if choices are made on the basis of costs and benefitsof particulargoods and
services as these are confronted by the individual. In so far as individualsjoin
clubs for camaraderie,as such, the theory does not apply.
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Note that, in neither (1) nor (2) is it necessary to make a distinction
between " goods available to the ownership unit of which the reference
individual is a member " and " goods finally available to the individual
for consumption ". With purely private goods, consumption by one
individual automatically reduces potential consumption of other
individuals by an equal amount. With purely public goods, consumption
by any one individual implies equal consumption by all others. For
goods falling between such extremes, such a distinction must be made.
This is because for such goods there is no unique translation possible
between the " goods available to the membership unit " and " goods
finally consumed ". In the construction which follows, therefore, the
" goods " entering the individual's utility function, the Xj's, should be
interpretedas " goods available for consumption to the whole membership unit of which the reference individual is a member ".
Arguments that represent the size of the sharing group must be
included in the utility function along with arguments representing
goods and services. For any good or service, regardless of its ultimate
place along the conceptual public-private spectrum, the utility that an
individual receives from its consumption depends upon the ntumberof
other persons with whom he must share its benefits. This is obvious,
but its acceptance does require breaking out of the private property
straitjacket within which most of economic theory has developed.
As an extreme example, take a good normally considered to be purely
private, say, a pair of shoes. Clearly your own utility from a single pair
of shoes, per unit of time, depends on the number of other persons
who share them with you. Simultaneous physical sharing may not, of
course, be possible; only one person can wear the shoes at each particular moment. However, for any finite period of time, sharing is
possible, even for such evidently private goods. For pure services that
are consumed in the moment of acquisition the extension is somewhat
more difficult, but it can be made none the less. Sharing here simply
means that the individual receives a smaller quantity of the service.
Sharing a " haircut per month " with a second person is the same as
consuming " one-half haircut per month ". Given any quantity of
final good, as defined in terms of the physical units of some standard
quality, the utility that the individual receives from this quantity will
be related functionally to the number of others with whom he shares.'
Variables for club size are not normally included in the utility
function of an individual since, in the private-goods world, the optimal
club size is unity. However, for our purposes, these variables must be
explicitly included, and, for completeness, a club-size variable should
be included for each and every good. Alongside each Xi there must be
placed an Nj, which we define as the number of persons who are to
participate as " members " in the sharing of good, Xj, including the
1 Physical attributesof a good or service may, of course, affect the structureof
the sharing arrangementsthat are preferred.Although the analysis below assumes
symmetricalsharing,this assumptionis not necessary,and the analysisin its general
form can be extendedto cover all possible schemes.
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ith person whose utility function is examined.That is to say, the
club-sizevariable,N1, measuresthe numberof persons who are to
arrangementsfor good, Xj, over
join in the consumption-utilization
the relevanttime period. The sharingarrangementsmay or may not
call for equal consumptionon the part of each member, and the
peculiarmannerof sharingwill clearly affect the way in which the
variable enters the utility function. For simplicitywe may assume
equal sharing, although this is not necessaryfor the analysis. The
rewrittenutility functionnow becomes,
(3)

Ui- U[(X1, Ni), (XI, N), ...

*,

(Xni+m,Nni?m)]

We may designate a numerairegood, X7, which can simply be
thoughtof as money,possessingvalue only as a mediumof exchange.
By employingthe conventionwherebythe lower case u's represent
the partial derivatives,we get u;/zu, defined as the marginalrate of
substitutionin consumptionbetweenXj and XAfor the ith individual.
Since, in our construction,the size of the group is also a variable,
we must also examine, u,/4u, defined as the marginalrate of substitution" in consumption" betweenthe size of the sharinggroupand
the numeraire.That is to say, this ratio representsthe rate (whichmay
be negative)at whichthe individualis willingto giveup (accept)money
in exchangefor additionalmembersin the sharinggroup.
We now definea cost or productionfunctionas this confrontsthe
individual,and this will includethe sameset of variables,
(4) F =F'[(Xj', Ni), (X2,ND, . .

.,

Nn+m)]*
(Xn'+m,

Why do the club-sizevariables,the Nj's, appearin this cost function?
The additionof membersto a sharinggroupmay, and normallywill,
affectthe cost of the good to any one member.The largeris the membership of the golf club the lower the dues to any single member,
given a specificquantityof club facilitiesavailableper unit time.
It now becomespossibleto derive,fromthe utilityandcost functions,
statementsfor the necessarymarginalconditionsfor Paretooptimality
in respectto consumptionof each good. In the usual mannerwe get,

=AIfr
(5)ul ui/U

Condition(5) states that, for the ith individual,the marginalrate of
substitutionbetweengoods Xj and XA,in consumption,must be equal
to the marginalrate of substitutionbetweenthese same two goods
in " production" or exchange.To this acknowledgednecessarycondition,we now add,
(6)

uNj1u'=fNj1f,'

1 Note that this constructionof the individual'sutility function differsfrom that

introduced in an earlier paper, where " activities" rather than " goods " were
included as the basic arguments. (See James M. Buchanan and Wm. Craig
Stubblebine, " Extemality," Economica, vol. xxxi (1962), pp. 371-84.) In the
altemative construction,the " activities" of other persons enter directly into the
utility function of the referenceindividualwith respect to the consumptionof all
other than purelyprivategoods. The constructionhere incorporatesthe same interdependencethroughthe inclusion of the Nj's althoughin a more generalmanner.
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Condition (6) is not normally stated, since the variables relating to club
size are not normally included in utility functions. Implicitly, the size
for sharing arrangements is assumed to be determined exogenously
to individual choices. Club size is presumed to be a part of the environment. Condition (6) states that the marginal rate of substitution " in
consumption" between the size of the group sharing in the use of
good Xi, and the numeraire good, X7, must be equal to the marginal
rate of substitution " in production ". In other words, the individual
attains full equilibrium in club size only when the marginal benefits
that he secures from having an additional member (which may, and
probably will normally be, negative) are just equal to the marginal
costs that he incurs from adding a member (which will also normally
be negative).
Combining (5) and (6) we get,

/fi
(7) uz/fs= ur/flr=4
u

.

Only when (7) is satisfied will the necessary marginal conditions with
respect to the consumption-utilization of Xj be met. The individual will
have available to his membership unit an optimal quantity of Xj,
measured in physical units and, also, he will be sharing this quantity
" optimally" over a group of determined size.
The necessary condition for club size may not, of course, be met.
Since for many goods there is a major change in utility between the
one-person and the two-person club, and since discrete changes in
membership may be all that is possible, we may get,

u
uz> u j
(7A) uj u4
l I-- I
j
ft v Nj=2
fI fi fN Nj=l
which incorporates the recognition that, with a club size of unity,
the right-hand term may be relatively too small, whereas, with a club
size of two, it may be too large. If partial sharing arrangementscan be
worked out, this qualification need not, of course, be made.
If, on the other hand, the size of a co-operative or collective sharing
group is exogenously determined, we may get,
(7B) uj' u' UNJ
j f,' f>' i Nj=k
f{iff
i
Note that (7B) actually characterizes the situation of an individual
with respect to the consumption of any purely public good of the type
defined in the Samuelson polar model. Any group of finite size, k,
is smaller than optimal here, and the full set of necessary marginal
conditions cannot possibly be met. Since additional persons can, by
definition, be added to the group without in any way reducing the
availability of the good to other members, and since additional members
could they be found, would presumably place some positive value on
the good and hence be willing to share in its costs, the group always
remains below optimal size. The all-inclusive club remains too small.
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Consider,now, the relationbetweenthe set of necessarymarginal
conditionsdefinedin (7) and those presentedby Samuelsonin application to goods that were exogenouslydefinedto be purelypublic. In
the lattercase, these conditionsare,
s

(8) ? (z4+j/u')=fn+jlfr'
wherethe marginalrates of substitutionin consumptionbetweenthe
purelypublic good, X,,+j,and the numerairegood, Xr, summedover
all individualsin the group of determinedsize, s, equalsthe marginal
cost of X1+jalso definedin termsof units of Xr. Note that when (7)
is satisfied,(8) is necessarilysatisfied,providedonly that the collectivity
is makingneitherprofitnor loss on providingthe marginalunit of the
publicgood. That is to say, providedthat,
a

(9) fn+jlfr =

E (fn+JIfr)

i=1

The reversedoes not necessarilyhold, however,since the satisfaction
of (8) does not requirethat each and everyindividualin the groupbe
in a positionwherehis own marginalbenefitsare equalto his marginal
costs (taxes).'And, of course,(8) says nothingat all about groupsize.
Thenecessarymarginalconditionsin (7) allowus to classifyall goods
only after the solution is attained.Whetheror not a particulargood
is purelyprivate,purelypublic, or somewherebetweenthese extremes
is determinedonly afterthe equilibriumvaluesfor the Nj's are known.
A good for whichthe equilibriumvaluefor Nj is largecan be classified
as containingmuch " publicness". By contrast,a good for which the
equilibriumvalue of N1 is smallcan be classifiedas largelyprivate.
II
The formalstatementof the theory of clubs presentedin SectionI
can be supplementedand clarifiedby geometricalanalysis,although
the natureof the constructionimpliessomewhatmorerestrictivemodels.
Considera good that is known to contain,under some conditions,
a degreeof " publicness". For simplicity,think of a swimmingpool.
We want to examinethe choice calculus of a single person, and we
shall assume that other persons about him, with whom he may or
may not choose to join in some club-likearrangement,are identical
in all respectswith him. As a firststep, take a facilityof one-unitsize,
whichwe definein termsof physicaloutputsupplied.
On the ordinateof Fig. 1, we measuretotal cost and total benefitper
person,the latterderivedfrom the individual'sown evaluationof the
facilityin termsof the numeraire,dollars.On theabscissa,we measure
the numberof personsin possible sharingarrangements.Define the
full cost of the one-unitfacilityto be Y1,and the referenceindividual's
1 In Samuelson'sdiagrammaticpresentation,these individualmarginalconditions
are satisfied, but the diagrammaticconstructionis more restrictedthan that contained in his earliermore generalmodel.
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evaluationof this facility as a purelyprivateconsumptiongood to be
El. As is clear from the constructionas drawn,he will not choose to
purchasethe good. If the single person is requiredto meet the full
cost, he willnot be ableto enjoythe benefitsof the good. Any enjoyment
of the facilityrequiresthe organizationof some co-operative-collective
sharing arrangement.'

Two functionsmay now be traced in Fig. 1, remainingwithin the
one-unitrestrictionon the size of the facility.A total benefitfunction
and a total cost function confrontingthe single individualmay be
:
0

Figure 1

L.

Co

0
4-i-

N5Bh

-o

oEl
0

0

Bi

0

N I

Si
Sh
Number of persons

derived.As morepersonsare allowedto sharein the enjoymentof the
facility,of given size, the benefitevaluationthat the individualplaces
on the good will, after some point, decline.Theremay, of course,be
both an increasingand a constantrange of the total benefitfunction,
but at some point congestionwill set in, and his evaluationof the good
h1 e sharing arrangementneed not be either co-operativeor governmentalin
form. Since profit opportunitiesexist in all such situations,the emergenceof profitseeking firms can be predictedin those settings where legal structurespermit, and
wherethis organizationalformpossessesrelativeadvantages.(Cf. R. H. Coase, " The
Nature of the Firm ", Economica,vol. Iv (1937), pp. 386-405.) For purposes of
this paper, such firms are one form of club organization,with co-operativesand
public arrangementsrepresentingother forms. Generallyspeaking, of course, the
choice among these forms should be largelydeterminedby efficiencyconsiderations.
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will fall. There seems little doubt that the total benefit curve, shown
as B1, will exhibit the concavity property as drawn for goods that
involve some commonality in consumption.'
The bringing of additional members into the club also serves to
reduce the cost that the single person will face. Since, by our initial
simplifying assumption, all persons here are identical, symmetrical
cost sharing is suggested. In any case, the total cost per person will
fall as additional persons join the group, under any cost-sharing
scheme. As drawn in Fig. 1, symmetrical sharing is assumed and the
curve, C1, traces the total cost function, given the one-unit restriction
on the size of the facility.2
For the given size of the facility, there will exist some optimal size
of club. This is determined at the point where the derivatives of the
total cost and total benefit functions are equal, shown as S1 in Fig. 1,
for the one-unit facility. Consider now an increase in the size of the
facility. As before, a total cost curve and a total benefit curve may
be derived, and an optimal club size determined. One other such
optimum is shown at Sh, for a quantity of goods upon which the
curves Ch and Bh are based. Similar constructions can be carried out
for every possible size of facility; that is, for each possible quantity of
good.
A similar construction may be used to determine optimal goods
quantity for each possible size of club; this is illustrated in Fig. 2.
On the ordinate, we measure here total costs and total benefits confronting the individual, as in Fig. 1. On the abscissa, we measure
physical size of the facility, quantity of good, and for each assumed
size of club membership we may trace total cost and total benefit
functions. If we first examine the single-member club, we may well find
that the optimal goods quantity is zero; the total cost function may
increase more rapidly than the total benefit function from the outset.
However, as more persons are added, the total costs to the single person
fall; under our symmetrical sharing assumption, they will fall proportionately. The total benefit functions here will slope upward to the right
but after some initial range they will be concave downward and at
some point will reach a maximum. As club size is increased, benefit
1 The geometricalmodel here applies only to such goods. Essentiallythe same
analysismay, however,be extendedto apply to cases where" congestion", as such,
does not appear.For example,goods that are producedat decreasingcosts, even if
their consumptionis purelyprivate,may be shown to requiresome sharingarrangements in an equilibriumor optimal organization.
2 For simplicity, we assume that an additional " membership" in the club
involves the addition of one separate person. The model applies equally well,
however, for those cases where cost shares are allocated proportionately with
predicted usage. In this extension, an additional " membership" would really
amount to an additional consumption unit. Membershipin the swimming club
could, for example, be defined as the right to visit the pool one time each week.
Hence, the person who plans to make two visits per week would, in this modification, hold two memberships.This qualificationis not, of course, relevant under
the strict world-of-equalsassumption,but it indicates that the theory need not be
so restrictiveas it might appear.
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functionswillshiftgenerallydownwardbeyondtheinitialnon-congestion
range,and the point of maximumbenefitwill move to the right. The
constructionof Fig. 2 allows us to derivean optimalgoods quantity
for each size of club; Qk iS one such quantityfor club size N=-K.
The resultsderivedfrom Figs. I and 2 are combinedin Fig. 3. Here
the two variablesto be chosen, goods quantity and club size, are
measuredon the ordinateandthe abscissarespectively.The valuesfor
optimal club size for each goods quantity,derivedfrom Fig. 1, allow
us to plot the curve,Nopt,in Fig. 3. Similarly,the valuesfor optimal
goods quantity,for each club size, derivedfrom Fig. 2, allow us to
plot the curve,Qpt.
The intersectionof these two curves,N,pt and Qopt determinesthe
position of full equilibrium,G. The individualis in equilibriumboth
with respectto goods quantityand to group size, for the good under
consideration.Suppose,for example,that the sharinggroupis limited
to size, Nk. The attainmentof equilibriumwith respect to goods
quantity,shown by Qk, would still leave the individualdesirous of
shiftingthe size of the membershipso as to attainpositionL. However,
once the group increasesto this size, the individualprefersa larger
quantityof the good, and so on, until G is attained.
Fig. 3 may be interpretedas a standardpreferencemap depicting
the tastes of the individualfor the two components,goods quantity
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and club size for the sharing of that good. The curves, Nopt and Qopt,
are lines of optima, and G is the highest attainable level for the individual, the top of his ordinal utility mountain. Since these curves
are lines of optima within an individual preference system, successive
choices must converge in G.
It should be noted that income-price constraints have already been
incorporated in the preference map through the specific sharing
assumptions that are made. The tastes of the individual depicted in
Fig. 3 reflect the post-payment or net relative evaluations of the two
components of consumption at all levels. Unless additional constraints
are imposed on the model, he must move to the satiety point in this
construction.
It seems clear that under normal conditions both of the curves in
Fig. 3 will slope upward to the right, and that they will lie in approximately the relation to each other as therein depicted. This reflects the
fact that, normally for the type of good considered in this example,
there will exist a complementary rather than a substitute relationship
between increasing the quantity of the good and increasing the size
of the sharing group.
This geometrical model can be extended to cover goods falling at
any point along the private-public spectrum. Take the purely public
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good as the first extremecase. Since, by definition,congestiondoes
not occur, each total benefit curve, in Fig. 1, becomes horizontal.
Thus,optimalclub size, regardlessof goods quantityis infinite.Hence,
full equilibriumis impossible of attainment;equilibriumonly with
respectto goods quantitycan be reached,definedwith respectto the
all-inclusivefinite group. In the constructionof Fig. 3, the N curve
cannot be drawn.A more realisticmodel may be that in which, at
goods quantityequilibrium,the limitationson group size impose an
inequality.For example,in Fig. 3, supposethat the all-inclusivegroup
is of size, Nk. Congestionis indicatedas beingpossibleoversmallsizes
of facility, but, if an equilibriumquantity is provided, there is no
congestion,and, in fact, thereremaineconomiesto scale in club size.
The situationat the most favourableattainableposition is, therefore,
in all respectsequivalentto that confrontedin the case of the good that
is purelypublicunderthe morerestricteddefinition.

Figure 4
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Number of persons
Considernow the purelyprivategood. The appropriatecurveshere
may be shown in Fig. 4. The individual,with his income-priceconstraintsis able to attain the peak of his ordinalpreferencemountain
withoutthe necessityof callingupon his fellowsto join him in sharing
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arrangements.Also, the benefitsthat he receivesfrom the good may
be so exclusivelyhis own that these would largelydisappearif others
werebroughtin to sharethem.Hence,the full equilibriumposition,G,
lies along the verticalfrom the N=1 memberpoint. Any attemptto
expand the club beyond this point will reduce the utility of the individual.'

III
The geometricalconstructionimplies that the necessarymarginal
conditionsare satisfiedat unique equilibriumvalues for both goods
quantity and club size. This involves an oversimplificationthat is
made possible only throughthe assumptionsof specificcost-sharing
schemes and identity among individuals.In order to generalizethe
results,these restrictionsmust be dropped.We know that, given any
groupof individualswho are able to evaluateboth consumptionshares
and the costs of congestion,there exists some set of marginalprices,
goods quantity,and club size that will satisfy (7) above. However,
the quantityof the good, the size of the club sharingin its consumption,
must be determinedsimultaneously.
and the cost-sharingarrangements
And, since there are always " gains from trade" to be realizedin
movingfromnon-optimalto optimalpositions,distributionalconsiderationsmustbe introduced.Oncetheseareallowedto be present,thefinal
" solution" can be locatedat any one of a sub-infinityof points on the
Pareto welfare surface. Only through some quite arbitrarilychosen
conventionscan standardgeometricalconstructionsbe madeto apply.
The approachused above has been to impose at the outset a set of
marginalprices(tax-prices,if the good is suppliedpublicly),translated
here into sharesor potentialsharesin the costs of providingseparate
quantitiesof a specificgood for groups of varyingsizes. Hence, the
individualconfrontsa predictableset of marginalpricesfor each quantity of the good at everypossibleclub size, independentlyof his own
choices on these variables.With this convention,and the world-ofequals assumption, the geometricalsolution becomes one that is
relevantfor any individualin the group.If we dropthe world-of-equals
1 The constructionsuggests clearly that the optimal club size, for any quantity
of good, will tend to become smalleras the real income of an individualis increased.
Goods that exhibit some " publicness" at low income levels will, therefore,tend to
become " private" as income levels advance. This suggests that the number of
activitiesthat are organizedoptimallyunderco-operativecollectivesharingarrangements will tend to be somewhat larger in low-income communitiesthan in highincome communities, other things equal. There is, of course, ample empirical
support for this rather obvious conclusion drawn from the model. For example,
in Americanagriculturalcommunitiesthirty years ago heavy equipmentwas communally shared among many farms, normally on some single owner-lease-rental
arrangement.Today, substantiallythe same equipmentwill be found on each farm,
even though it remainsidle for much of its potential working time.
The implicationof the analysisfor the size of governmentalunits is perhapsless
evident. In so far as governmentsare organized to provide communal facilities,
the size of such units measuredby the numberof citizens, should decline as income
increases. Thus, in the affluent society, the local school district may, optimally,
-besmallerthan in the poor society.
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assumption, the construction continues to hold without change for the
choice calculus of any particular individual in the group. The results
cannot, of course, be generalized for the group in this case, since
different individuals will evaluate any given result differently. The
model remains helpful even here, however, in that it suggests the
process through which individual decisions may be made, and it
tends to clarify some of the implicit content in the more formal statements of the necessary marginal conditions for optimality.1

IV
The theory of clubs developed in this paper applies in the strict
sense only to the organization of membership or sharing arrangements
where " exclusion" is possible. In so far as non-exclusion is a characteristic of public goods supply, as Musgrave has suggested,2 the theory
of clubs is of limited relevance. Nevertheless, some implications of
the theory for the whole excludability question may be indicated. If
the structure of property rights is variable, there would seem to be few
goods the services of which are non-excludable, solely due to some
physical attributes. Hence, the theory of clubs is, in one sense, a theory
of optimal exclusion, as well as one of inclusion. Consider the classic
lighthouse case. Variations in property rights, broadly conceived,
could prohibit boat operators without " light licenses " from approaching the channel guarded by the light. Physical exclusion is possible,
given sufficient flexibility in property law, in almost all imaginable
cases, including those in which the interdependence lies in the act of
consuming itself. Take the single person who gets an inoculation,
providing immunization against a communicable disease. In so far as
this action exerts external benefits on his fellows, the person taking
the action could be authorized to collect charges from all beneficiaries
under sanction of the collectivity.
This is not, of course, to suggest that property rights will, in practice,
always be adjusted to allow for optimal exclusion. If they are not,
the " free rider " problem arises. This prospect suggests one issue of
major importance that the analysis of this paper has neglected, the
question of costs that may be involved in securing agreements among
members of sharing groups. If individuals think that exclusion will
not be fully possible, that they can expect to secure benefits as free
riders without really becoming full-fledged contributing members of
' A note concerningone implicit assumption of the whole analysis is in order
at this point. The possibilityfor the individualto choose among the various scales
of consumption sharing arrangementshas been incorporated into an orthodox
model of individualbehaviour.The procedureimplies that the individualremains
indifferentas to which of his neighboursor fellow citizensjoin him in such arrangements. In other words, no attempt has been made to allow for personal selectivity
or discriminationin the models. To incorporatethis element, which is no doubt
important in many instances, would introduce a wholly new dimension into the
analysis,and additionaltools to those employedhere would be required.
2
See R. A. Musgrave, The Theoryof Public Finance,New York, 1959.
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the club, they may be reluctantto enter voluntarilyinto cost-sharing
arrangements.This suggests that one importantmeans of reducing
the costs of securing voluntary co-operativeagreementsis that of
allowingfor more flexiblepropertyarrangementsand for introducing
excludingdevices. If the owner of a hunting preserveis allowed to
prosecutepoachers,then prospectivepoachersare much more likely
to be willingto pay for the huntingpermitsin advance.
University of Virginia, Charlottesville.
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